Historic Preservation Program—Courses for Autumn Quarter 2019

The following is a list of Autumn Quarter preservation-related courses. Please see the time schedule for meeting times, registration information, and updates on course availability. Entry codes are available from departmental offices or faculty, depending on the department's policy. If you have problems registering for classes, email histpres@uw.edu and I'll do what I can to help you. If you have questions, please check with me.

Graduate Certificate in Historic Preservation

Core Courses

* History/Theory

URBDP 585 SLN Introduction to Preservation Planning Manish Chalana

Immersive

ARCH 538 SLN Building Reuse Seminar Kathryn R. Merlino
ARCH 590 SLN Urban and Preservation Issues in Design Jeffrey Ochsner
ARCH 598A SLN Seminar in NW Indigenous Architecture and Culture Jim Nicholl
URBDP 505 SLN The Urban Form Manish Chalana

Capstone—studio/project/research paper (individually arranged)
Possible studio options are:

L ARCH 495 F SLN LA Studies Abroad: Rome Daniel Winterbottom
URBDP 508 A SLN Urban Design Studio Rachel Berney

College of Built Environments Certificate in Historic Preservation for BLA and MUP specialization in preservation

Core Courses

URBDP 585 SLN Introduction to Historic Preservation Planning Manish Chalana
URBDP 508 A SLN Urban Design Studio Rachel Berney

Architectural, Landscape, and Urban History Elective Courses

Suggested courses this quarter include:

ARCH 538 SLN Building Reuse Seminar Kathryn R. Merlino
ARCH 590 SLN Urban and Preservation Issues in Design Jeffrey Ochsner
L ARCH 352 SLN History of Landscape Architecture (BLA only) TBA
URBDP 405 SLN The Urban Form (section for BLA students) Manish Chalana
URBDP 505 SLN The Urban Form (grad section) Manish Chalana

Also see History (HSTRY) and History of the Americas (HSTAA) offerings but please run these by neile@uw.edu for applicability to the certificate.

Also Recommended: Arch 410 A/B (SLN 10416/10417) Introduction to Architectural Photography (Laura H. Newlon). Note that credits for this class do not count toward the certificate.
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